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Musi from the light should be a, took the summer to know the clothes, went to the
white Nian Xi, handed out, "put it on."

With that, he turned and went out, and closed the door of the dressing room for Bai
nianxi.

There was not much time left. After Bai nianxi changed his clothes, he opened the
door and went out. Wu Ling was waiting in the hall, but didn't wait for Bai nianxi to
come out.

Also, it takes a lot of courage to put on that dress and walk in front of everyone. It's
not too late for her to do her own ideological work.

Time came, and Bai nianxi came out.

Wu Ling had already set her eyes there.

In addition to Wu Ling, there are also several women's eyes looking there.

After Wu Ling just came out, they went forward to express their humanitarian concern,
and Wu Ling took the opportunity to play a role and play up the atmosphere.

What's wrong with her clothes? I'm afraid that Bai nianxi dislikes her. What's more,
I've soiled Bai nianxi's clothes and feel sorry for her.

Bai nianxi is wearing a light blue dress, which sets off her soft temperament.

This dress is zhixia. It's a very simple style, and the brand is not a big brand. Although
Wu Ling is a waiter, she is also a young girl. It's not unreasonable to say that she has
such a skirt.

Wu Ling's eyes are wide open. How can it be?!

Go forward, will question Bai nianxi, but be Bai nianxi preemptive open mouth.

"Thank you for your skirt. I love it. You have a good eye."



"It's not at all..."

"Oh, by the way, I still want to tell you that I didn't intend to let you pay for your dirty
clothes, but you have to insist on paying me. I'm really moved by your spirit."

When did she say she was going to pay for her clothes?

Bai nianxi's generous performance, those who want to see jokes around the eyes of
discontent and shrink back.

What? I thought the waiter's clothes were so ugly and rustic.

Wu linghen gnashes her teeth. Where did she get the skirt!

OK, Bai nianxi, you wait. Tonight's game is not over yet.

Bai nianxi doesn't want to spend any more time here. Since she has nothing else to do,
she is ready to go back home.

All of a sudden, the lights in the hall suddenly dim down, and the dance part of the
bachelor party is about to begin.

The lights on the head turned into colorful lights, flashing, the atmosphere just right.

Since it's a ball, of course, the gentleman's men should invite the beautiful ladies to
dance together. Everyone got along very well before, and many men invited the girls
beside them.

Mu Si pulls Bai nianxi who wants to turn around and leave, "Miss Bai, can you dance
with me?"

This is the first time that mousse has been so far away from the moment and directly
pulled Bai nianxi's arm.

Bai nianxi frowned slightly. "I'm sorry, Mr. mu. It's time for me to leave."

"Miss White is leaving now? But at the ball, all the doors here are closed. "

Wu Ling stands in the dark, looking at Bai nianxi and the handsome man beside her.
She knows that the first thing after Bai nianxi comes out is to leave here, so she
deliberately delays it until now.

The dance will last for 30 minutes, and Bai nianxi has to stay here, which means that



she still has 30 minutes.

Jiang zhiang and Gu xuanlin didn't go to the dance. They just sat aside. Jiang zhiang's
eyes were fixed on Bai nianxi on the dance floor.

Gu xuanlin obviously also noticed Jiang zhiang's eyes, "do we want to dance?"

Jiang zhiang shook his head, "no, it's not convenient for you."

Gu xuanlin didn't say anything more. After Jiang zhiang watched for a while, he left
here. Gu xuanlin knew that he should have gone to smoke.

Jiang zhiang didn't smoke much before, but now he is smoking more and more.

Because she is pregnant, he never smokes in front of her. He usually avoids her, but
when he comes back, she can always smell the strong smell of smoke on him.

Bai nianxi on the dance floor still refuses Mu Sili's request because she can't dance. Gu
xuanlin doesn't know where Bai nianxi has gone when she looks at it. She can't be seen
on the dance floor.

So he took a sip of the juice on the table.

"What are you going to do?" Bai nianxi looks at Wu Ling in front of him. There is
obvious impatience in his eyes.

"I don't do anything, I just want to talk to you." Wu Ling had no expression on his face.
"After all, we used to be classmates. It's no big deal to chat with each other, right?"

Chat?

Bai nianxi doesn't think that Wu Ling will have leisure to chat with her.

"I have nothing to say to you." Bai nianxi pushes Wu Ling away and goes to the door.

Unexpectedly, Wu Ling reaches out and pushes Bai nianxi back. Bai nianxi is
unprepared and is pushed back two steps by Wu Ling.

Wu Ling took the opportunity to go out and lock the door of the bathroom.Bai nianxi
went forward and kept screwing the doorknob, but the door should have been locked
by Wu Ling from the outside and couldn't be opened at all.

"Wu Ling, what are you doing?"



Wu Ling sent out a smile, "don't worry, I won't do anything to you, you just stay inside,
someone will come to open the door in a moment."

Bai nianxi feels bad. Wu Ling locks her here for no reason. There must be some
attempt.

What would it be?

Bai nianxi wondered what Wu Ling would do? Are you looking for some men to
humiliate her?

Bai nianxi wants to take out her mobile phone to make a phone call. When she opens
her bag, she finds that there is no mobile phone in it. She thinks that Wu Ling touched
her bag intentionally or unintentionally just now, and it should be at that time that she
took her mobile phone away.

The music on the dance floor is so loud that no one will hear her even if she cries for
help here.

What's more, people are playing with the rise of who will notice her?

Bai nianxi is uneasy. He goes to the front of the door and keeps twisting the doorknob.
He wants to pry open the door of the bathroom, but he can't.

Bai nianxi can only stand inside and wait anxiously.

So far, she still can't guess Wu Ling's intention.

Suddenly, Bai nianxi heard a slight sound, which was very small, just like a slow flow
of water.

Bai nianxi's ear is sensitive. He noticed that the sound came from under the door of the
bathroom. He stepped forward to have a close look. Sure enough, there was a shallow
layer of water on the ground.

What is this?

Bai nianxi stretched out his feet and touched them. It seemed that it was just a simple
flow of water. He didn't find anything unusual. He just flashed under the light in the
bathroom.

It's kind of like cleaning things.

Bai nianxi patted the door and cried, "Wu Ling! Wu Ling



No one answered outside.

Bai nianxi frowned and poured the water here. What was Wu Ling's intention?

Suddenly an idea flashed through my mind. Should Wu Ling want to
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